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t! En eftermiddagsfika
d att sitta ner och bara
ch något gott till. Den
g just det, oavsett om
om man sitter i syréngelkvitter.
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Sweet cakes is full of the joy of baking in the kitchen; the recipes are
inspiring and are easy to follow.
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Contents:
Small and tasty

Cream layer cakes and pies for
party occasions
A variety of cakes

H

ere is something sweet for every occasion, regardless of whether you
prefer to sit in your favourite armchair with the book and a plate
of cakes on your lap, or want to bake cakes for a party, for birthday
parties or Saturday coffee and cakes with friends. Regardless of whether the
autumn rain beats against the windows or the birds are chirping in the picnic
spot among the lilac bushes, every day has an afternoon. Make the best of
these moments and let a cup of coffee add an extra something. And enjoy the
scrumptious cakes!
Here it is! Sweet cakes is full of tasty goodies and a feel of home cosiness from
old times!
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